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[ Figure 1 ] Example of Hole-Filler Model
Introduction
XML [12] is emerging as a de facto standard for information representation and data exchange on the web. As semi-structural data, XML can be represented as a tree-structured model with data content and structural relationships. To evaluate XML queries, XPath [13] and XQuery [14] were widely studied in database management systems. XML data, which is inherently hierarchical and semi-structured, imposes substantial overhead on run-time aspects, such as memory requirements and processing efficiency solve this problem, the location information of fragments should be known. To achieve this, the labels of fragments can be utilized such that the relationship of fragments can be obtained via these labels.
In order to facilitate the determination of relationships among nodes, nodes in the XML tree are typically labeled such that structural relationships between any two nodes can be quickly established.
In this paper, we present a new framework, called XFSeed (XML Fragment Processor with Seed label) based on the seed labeling scheme [23] , which provides effective XPath query processing on streamed XML fragments in terms of processing time and memory usage.
Our current work extends [23] in two ways. The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss preliminaries in Section 2. Section 3 describes the framework for processing XML fragments. Section 4 show some experimental results. Section 5 presents the related work, and Section 6 provides our conclusion.
Preliminaries

XML Fragmentation Model
Given an XML tree, and XML fragment is a subtree of root. An XML document is pruned into many fragments. In order to summarize the structure of XML fragments, a tag structure is <stream：structure> <tag name = "book" id = "1" Filler = "true"> <tag name = "title" id = "2"/> <tag name = "author" id = "3" Filler = "true"> <tag name = "author" id = "4"/> </tag> <tag name = "year" id = "5"/> <tag name = "section" id = "6" Filler = "true"> <tag name = "head" id = "7"/> <tag name = "subsection" id = "8" Filler = "true"> <tag name = "head" id = "9"/> <tag name = "subsection" id = "10"/> </tag> <tag name = "figure" id = "11" Filler = "true"> <tag name = "title" id = "12"/> </tag> </tag> </tag> </stream：structure> Given an XML document tree, we can fragment it by recursively inserting a hole at every point where a subtree is pruned, i. e. a filler is generated, and associated with an ID (the fid of the filler fragment). Note that the filler can in turn have holes in it, which will be filled by other fillers. We can reconstruct the original XML document by substituting holes with the corresponding fillers at the destination as it was in the source. Tag structure is a structure summary information for an XML document. It can be generated according to XML Schema or DTD, and also can be obtained when fragmenting an XML document without DTD.
XPath
An XPath query is in the form of N1N2 … Nn/O, which consists of a location path, N1N2 …Nn, and an output expression O [21] . An element matches the location path if the path from the document root to that element matches the sequence of labels in the location path, and satisfies all predicates (specified syntactically using square brackets). For each matching element, the results of applying the output function to the element, the results of applying the output function to the element are added to the query result.
The output expression can specify an attribute of the element. 
XFSeed Processing
When a fragment is processed by an operator which can identify the predecessor, the operator has excluded its parent fragment. Therefore, each operator preserves both a successor operator list and a pointer to the predecessor opera- 
Performance Evaluation
Environment
In our experiment, it is assumed that an XML document has previously been fragmented. We 
Memory Usage
The memory usage was measured using the Eclipse Profiler plugin [16] for Eclipse IDE, and results are shown in [ Figure 6 ], using generated book XML document. The book XML document was fragmented into fillers and holes, and the resulting fuller fragments were processed sequentially. Section, subsection and title are filler fragments, according to the fragment information in the tag structure, Q1 processed subsection and title on a fragment using a seed label.
In XFrag, each fragment needs to be passed via the pipeline and evaluated step-by-step. During [6] Hui, X., G. Wang, H. Huo, C. Xiao, and R. 
Conclusion
